BANFF PHOTOGRAPHY
P H O T O

E X P E R I E N C E S

The portrait guide
Our portrait guide provides all the information you will need for
your portrait experience.

403-522-3653

INFO@BANFFPHOTOGRAPY.COM

Portrait map
Below is our portrait map showing the photo locations for each portrait experience.
Insta portrait

Essential 30

Classic 60

Insta portrait
The Insta Portrait experience takes you to one location Lake-side. The perfect fit for couples with a full itinerary.
Whats included?
15 minute mini-portrait session
1 Location
10 Final full resolution images
1 8x10 print
MAX: 2 People

Essential 30
The Essential 30 experience takes you to four locations around Lake Louise. Well suited for families and couples
looking for a variety of angles of Lake Louise and more unique portrait compositions!
Whats included?
30 minute portrait session
40 Final full resolution images
4 Locations
2 8x10 prints
MAX: 6 people

Classic 60
The Classic 60 experience explores six locations around Lake Louise. Most popular with extended families,
engagements and elopements. The Classic 60 can also be broken down into two 30 minute sessions for those who
want to do a wardrobe change.
Whats included?
60 minute portrait session
80 Final full resolution images
6 Locations
6 8x10 prints

Most frequent asked questions!
What are the best colors to wear to compliment the Lake?
In the summer time red and yellow are great choices, they contrast really well with the blue colors that Lake Louise is
famous for. As the winter season delivers the snowy white blanket, pretty much any color will go well. Avoid wearing
white as you will want to contrast with the snow and not be camouflaged.

What is the best time to book my portrait session?
The best times are usually mornings, the light is a lot softer and the crowds are a lot less. Evenings are also popular with
people who would like to capture the golden hour sunset.

How fast do we receive the edited photos?
We aim to deliver all edited photos within 24 hours via a private cloud folder. During the peak of summer and Christmas,
the delivery may take 72 hours.

What about the weather?
We shoot rain (snow) or shine! Rocky Mountain weather can be unpredictable, and our job is to make any weather condition
work. IF the weather is not being cooperative, we will do our best to reschedule.

Do I need to bring anything with me to the photo shoot?
Good ideas for your photo shoot are props! If you have anything you'd like in the photo such as an engagement sign, flowers,
or a blanket, bring them with you - For families with young children we recommend that you bring a few toys to keep their
attention during the shoot.

Didn't find the answer you were looking for?
Please use our contact forum and we will get back to you!

